MS Retention Standards:

The MS student must maintain the following retention standards and failure to do so will result in dismissal from the MS in Advanced AT program:

1. Meets all Graduate School requirements.
2. Maintains an overall grade point average of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale.
3. Credentialed as an athletic trainer by the time the June BOC exam results are dispersed.
4. Displays appropriate, ethical, and professional behavior and conduct as stated in the:
   b. HNES Graduate Student Code of Conduct
   c. NDSU Student Code of Conduct.
   d. Professional and Academic Honor Codes of the HDE Honor System.
   e. BOC Standards of Professional Practice.
   f. NATA Code of Ethics.
   g. ND Licensure &/or MN Registration
5. Follows all policies and procedures in the MS in Advanced AT Handbook.
6. Remains in good standing with the Graduate Assistant or Research Assistant position.
7. Remains eligible to be a preceptor for the NDSU MATrg program or other entry-level AT programs affiliated with the GA position.
8. Receives no more than 2 U (unsatisfactory) grades in HNES 798.